
SolarAir Energy
CAPABILITY STATEMENT

Next Generation Solutions

Solar Air Energy was founded in 2019 and has quickly become 
one of Australia’s leading renewable energy companies.

We are innovative and reliable with a high level of technical experience.
Our experience includes; electrical construction, air conditioning and

refrigeration services, renewable energy and solar batteries.



Solar Air Energy holds all licenses in every field 
of work, including; Electrical, Refrigeration, Solar, 

Batteries, Data, Security and CCTV.

It’s easy to see why we have quadrupled in size 
in the past three years. We now have four times 
the number of vehicles and teams on QLD roads 
servicing all of Queensland and parts of N.S.W.

We have installed hundreds of commercial solar  
systems and thousands of residential solar systems  

in our short history. As we move towards batteries, 
a more sustainable future looks promising. 
Our first class reputation has allowed strategic 
partnerships in manufacturing and supply.

Solar Air Energy has achieved its rapid growth 
through customer focus and reliability. We believe 
the job is not complete until all our valued customers 
are happy with our work, which shows through 
our honest and positive customer reviews.

“It’s easy to see why homes and businesses are 
now choosing to install with Solar Air Energy.”

Proudly Australian
SIGNIFICANT GROWTH IN EVERY ASPECT



This starts with expert project management, 
processes, and strategic implementation of a 
fundamental understanding of the current legislation 
and regulations in the Australian electrical industry.

In addition, we are constantly reviewing and 

undertaking regular training and assessments 

About Us
FIRST-CLASS SERVICE WITHOUT COMPROMISE.

through external auditing firms to  
ensure all work is conducted correctly. 

Safety is no compromise to family’s homes or 
businesses, enabling peace of mind that Solar Air 
Energy provides the highest level of quality in the 
industry now and into the future.  



Achievements
RELENTLESS IN THE PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE

At Solar Air Energy, we are  
relentless in our pursuit of excellence!

We constantly push ourselves as a team to surpass our  
own accomplishments, consistently exceeding expectations. 

Our unwavering determination and drive enable us to emerge as leaders in the 
industry, as we continuously deliver exceptional work. Our success is a testament to 

our hard work and unwavering commitment to excellence.



Air-Conditioning

• Dual trade qualifications in air conditioning and 

electrical yield higher technical knowledge

• Extensive experience in commercial air  
conditioning and refrigeration across sectors

• Service and maintenance enhance ventilation, 
promoting health and safety via air purification

Solar

• Clean Energy Council Approved Installers & 

Designers with Battery accreditations

• Commercial installations up to and over  
150kW and residential solar system sizing

• Geographical coverage across Queensland  
and New South Wales

Electrical

• Qualified Master Electricians with  

25+ Years experience across a diverse range  
of all electrical components in the industry

• All Commercial, Residential, Industrial & Mining

• Physically fit team with a strong work ethic to 
produce quality outcomes on time, every time

Our Services
OUR OFFERINGS



Solar Air Energy is committed to sustainable 
futures by ensuring our outcomes are 
maintaining clean energy production. We are 
implementing new and improved technologies 
within the Australian market to aid in a net-
zero prospective for Australian communities. 

To effectively lower emissions to transition 
toward a zero-emission future, our professionals 
at Solar Air Energy seek to provide the best 

electrical-powered fleets. Such innovative 
solutions include solar-powered public transport 
for coaches, charter, and school buses. 

The Guarantee; 

• Fewer CO2 emissions 
• Boosting the local economy
• Better working conditions

• Ease of production control
• Fast delivery

Greener Futures
WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE TO EXPECT



At Solar Air Energy, we intend to maximize electrical vehicle capabilities. 

We understand the burden of electrical vehicle owners needing to travel long distances to 
charge their vehicles. Our incentive is to effectively commercialise domestic electric vehicle 
charging stations to promote accessibility and sustainability to all vehicle users. 

Our accreditation and certification with Tesla enable us to install such technologies as leading industry 
professionals - qualifying our business to aid the transition to net-zero emissions with ease and innovation.

Greener Futures
ELECTRICAL VEHICLE CHARGERS



Testimonials
WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE TO SAY

Sarah Maloney

Nathan & his team did an amazing job, 

communication was clear & efficient. We had our 

solar installed within a week of confirmation.

Definitely recommend Solar Air Energy to anyone 

looking to have solar installed on their property.

Chris Ormiston

Anthony, Nathan and the whole team are 

amazing, professional and responsive.  

Was really happy I went with them, they were 

always available to answer my questions - 

Extremely pleased with how it all turned out.

Anna

The guys were so patient  and took their time to 

take us through the Solar App when they had 

finished the install. My Grandma always remind 

me how happy she is with her solar when I visit!



Upon realisation of the imminent increase 

in energy prices, I went out to market for 

quotations to procure a new hybrid PV system 

to replace our 3KW system - which was outside 

warranty and no longer was supported by 

the manufacturer or installation company.

After requesting proposals from 6 different 

companies, I was confronted with many options. 

From the massively ‘over-engineered,’ to 
the ‘we will beat any price’ were downright 
ridiculous (in terms of PV to available space). 

As an electrician and project manager, I was 

able to navigate this quite smoothly. But, I can 

see how it could become overwhelming for 

somebody without the industry knowledge.

“I can’t recommend the team at Solar Air Energy 

enough and will be returning to them down 

the track for installation of battery storage.”

From the initial site visit and consultation with 

Anthony Briggs (Sales Engineer), I knew that 

they were the right choice to provide the 

correct solution for our energy utilization. 

Anthony was able to articulate the rules and 

regulations that governs the PV installation.  

He further explained how and why other companies’ 
proposals did not meet these standards.

From their installation team; Jack, Jack and Nathan 

carried out an initial pre-start prior to installation and 

guided me through each milestone to ensure we were 

all aligned prior to the installation. They completed 

the job promptly and without any variations.

Thanks team!

Jordan Walker

Testimonials
WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE TO SAY



Our Experience
COMMERCIAL 



HAYMANS - ELECTRICAL & DATA SUPPLIES

Nathan and his team at Solar Air Energy 

were outstanding! Their quote came back 

with all the information we needed to 

make the right decision for our business. 

Once we accepted the quote, the 

Solar Air team provided a date of 

installation, a delivery schedule for 

the equipment and time frame for 

the installation, which was met. 

“Nathan and his team at Solar Air 
Energy were outstanding!”

Their team arrived on time, setup an 

appropriate traffic management plan so 

we could continue trading and installed 

the entire 96 panel system in one day. 

We have been very happy with our new 

system, it’s neat, looks good, performs 

well and we can check our app to 

see daily power generation, etc. 

Nathan has been very helpful 

answering any questions we’ve had 

since installation. Very Professional.

Mathew Brugioni
HAYMANS Tingalpa Manager



Testimonials
PEARSON AUTOMOTIVE - MILTON 



For Your Business
SERVICE & MAINTENANCE

Organisation Benefits:

• State and Federal guidelines.

• Enhancing business energy efficiency.

• Industry-leading relationships and 
credible manufacturers and warranties.

Your Benefits:

• Positive environmental impact.

• Meeting business efficiency goals.

• Demonstrating positive contribution  
to the community and environment.

Solar Air Energy delivers high quality Solar, Air Conditioning & 
Electrical with Commercial Grade renewable energy products. 

We provide organisations with a significant improvement 
to overall sustainability and electrical costs. 

High quality installations coupled with high quality products with unbeatable warranties 
provide businesses a strong relationship between all parties to achieve a common goal.



Our Organisation 
NEXT GENERATION SOLUTIONS

OUR PARTNERS

Solar Air Energy has no compromise for  

its reputation to deliver first-class service  

on every aspect of a technical nature. 

This starts with expert project management, processes, 

and strategic implementation of the current legislation 

and regulations in the Australian electrical industry.

Find Us On:

SOLARAIRENERGY

SOLAR.AIR.ENERGY

Check Out  

Our Website

• QBCC License

• CEC

• Electrical Contractors

• ARC

• Security

• Data

• Work Cover

• Battery Accredited

• Professional Indemnity Insurance

• Public Liability Insurance

• EWP Tickets

Organizational Benefits

0412 911 080 solarairenergy.com.au info@solarairenergy.com.au

Head Office

1/53 Riverside Place, Morningside 4170



Notes




